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Simulations

Use AMR code RAMSES-RT + MHD (Teyssier 2002, Fromang et al 2006, Rosdahl et al 2013, 2015)
Take an isothermal gas sphere of 1044 Msun – four sizes, labelled L (diffuse), M, S and XS (densest)
Include Kolmogorov turbulence, self-gravity, B-field (20 μG peak in cloud M at t=0)
Put it in a box, refine in the central volume and on Jeans unstable cells (effective resolution 102433)
Max resolution 0.03 pc in L and M, 0.014 in S and 0.0066 in XS
“Relax” the cloud with reduced gravity for 1 freefall time, then allow sink particles to form
Sink particles emit photons – treat cluster as a population and distribute photons across sinks
Trace ionising photons with M1 method → photons are a fluid on the AMR grid
See Geen, Hennebelle, Tremblin & Rosdahl, 2015 or 2016 for previous setups
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Some Thoughts
Stars form in dense gas in molecular clouds.
They regulate their environment through energetic processes such as UV photoionisation
Stars form in short local (0.1-1 Myr) bursts
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Our simulations lie on observed trends, but only for local-like clouds
Are denser clouds rarer?
Are our initial conditions too artificial / don't exist in reality?
Need more work on role of environment in setting the SFE
Other things to be wary about:
Missing physics (winds, jets, other forms of radiation, external forces, ???)
Resolution issues? Sensitivity in sink formation / stellar energy output recipe
More analytic/quantitative work needed on role of regulation of SFE by stars
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